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Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary, Revised and ExpandedÃ‚Â  For 25 years the Holman Illustrated

Bible Dictionary has been the go-to Bible reference resource for lay Bible students, teachers,

pastors, academic courses, and libraries. Those who have used it have praised its

comprehensiveness, conciseness, and clarity. Over 6,500 articles from Aaron to Zuzite are written

to equip the reader for greater competence in understanding and interpreting the Scriptures. Each

article is structured to begin with a concise definition followed by a thorough development of the

topic. Some 700 full-color photos, maps, reconstructions, and charts enrich the experience of those

who use the Dictionary for personal study, academic work, and preparation for teaching and

preaching the Bible. Contemporary Bible readers are separated from the original documents by

2,000 to 3,500 years. Bridging this chasm requires linguistic, literary, geographical, historical, and

cultural information that the Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary provides. This third edition of the

Dictionary makes available up-to-date archaeological information that illuminates the biblical text.
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Chad Brand taught Bible, Theology, and Church History at North Greenville University for three

years and at Southern Baptist Seminary for fifteen years. He is currently Adjunct Professor of

Apologetics at Oklahoma Baptist and pastors Cumberland Homesteads Baptist Church in

Crossville, TN.Eric Mitchell is Associate Professor of Old Testament and Archaeology and Chair of

the Archaeology and Biblical Backgrounds Division of Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary.



Dr. MitchellÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s research and writing has focused in the area of Old Testament Narrative and

Biblical (Old Testament) Archaeology.Ã‚Â  He is most interested in how the Old Testament author

shapes the text to convey meaning and how the combined ancient contexts of Scripture, historical

event, culture and language inform interpretation.Ã‚Â  Dr. Mitchell is the author ofÃ‚Â A Literary

Examination of the Function of Satire in the MiÃ…Â¡pat Hammelek of I SamuelÃ‚Â (Mellen Press)

based upon his dissertation under Daniel Block at Southern Seminary. He is also co-author

ofÃ‚Â Old Testament Survey 2d editionÃ‚Â (B & H) along with another of his doctoral professors,

Paul House. Dr. Mitchell works with the SWBTS Dead Sea Scrolls project and has edited fragment

FrgDSSDeut4Ã‚Â (Deuteronomy 12:11-14).Ã‚Â  He is currently researching a commentary on1-2

KingsÃ‚Â in theÃ‚Â KeruxÃ‚Â series by Kregel geared toward expositors.Ã‚Â  Dr. Mitchell also

directs an archaeological project in Israel: the Tel Gezer Regional Survey and is working on

publication of the results.Ã‚Â  Dr. Mitchell has served as youth minister to two churches for seven

years, as a business administrator for a discipleship ministry, and has frequently taught Bible

studies in churches over the last 25 years. He currently teaches a young Adult Sunday School class

at Travis Avenue Baptist Church. He was educated at Baylor University (B.B.A.), Mid-America

Baptist Theological Seminary (M.Div.), and The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (Ph.D.).
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This Bible Dictionary is awesome. There is so much information in it. This book is great to just

randomly turn pages to learn something new each time. Very informative. Great investment to me.

eDO NOT PURCHASE THE KINDLE VERSION OF THIS BOOK! The Holman Illustrated Bible

dictionary is probably the best Bible reference book on the market in hard cover.On  it is also

advertised for Kindle. IT WILL NOT WORK ON KINDLE UNLESS YOU HAVE YEARS TO WASTE

SEARCHING BY LETTER, BY WORD FOR WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR. As far as I am

concerned, this is false advertising by . The search function only takes you to the letter of the

alphadet -- from there you have to scroll alphabetically through the book to find the word or phrase

you are looking for. USELESS!  should not advertise this as a Kindle book!

This is probably the best new bible dictionary to come along in some time. It contains over 700

full-color photos, illustrations, charts, and maps. And these are not just "eye-candy," they are meaty

and well thought-out. For example, under the topic of "Revelation" there is a 5-page chart which

summarizes how each of the major interpretive views (amill, historic pre-mill, pretrib premill,



preterist, postmill) understands each major point of interpretation or passage (e.g., seven heads of

Rev 13, Beast, bride of Christ, etc.). The maps are beautifully done and the text is conservative and

information-dense. This is not your typical fluff published to make a fast buck. The topics covered

are extremely comprehensive. This may be the best single-volume Bible Dictionary I've seen to

date. The only slighly negative observation I could make is the size of the work (over 1700 pages) is

a bit large for a single volume and the binding could probably be better. (I haven't had a problem

yet, but I can tell that I need to handle it carefully due to its size and weight.)

I bought this out of curiosity more than anything and I'm glad I did. I've never really read a dictionary

before but I find it hard to put this book down. This is packed full of interesting tidbits on the Bible

and actually fun to read! In fact I got so tired holding the hardcover version I also got the Kindle

version so I could go on reading in bed at night, The kindle version is a little harder to navigate right

to a word definition. So what I do if I am looking for a specific word definition I go to the hardcover

version other wise in the Kindle I use the word search tool and I can usually find it there. Sometimes

the search will return too many results to go through like the search for the word "Paul" has 1999

locations so I refer to the printed version find the word and add the second word in the text to the

word search in the Kindle. Basically I use the hardcover version as a reference tool and the Kindle

version as recreational reading.

I purchased this dictionary a few weeks ago after carefully researching others. I must say that this

dictionary is awesome! It is everything I needed and more. The book is heavy so don't expect to

carry it to Church every week. The pages are laid out very nicely and the color pages are

phenomenal. The print type is large so you won't need a magnifying glass to read it. This dictionary

is for any believer no matter if you are new to studying God's Word or seasoned. I would

recommend this to anyone who is a Teacher, Minister, Pastor, or someone who just wants to learn

the Word more in dept. This dictionary is worth every penny whether you buy it used or brand new.

You will not be disappointed!

Very good Bible dictionary. Right on par with Eerdman's, which was my previous favorite. Easy

enough for the student, but in depth enough for the serious Bible teacher or scholar.  Prime is

cheaper than CBD or any other place I searched. (CBD was only a few pennies more, but Prime

has free shipping.) Very extensive for a single volume dictionary; it had topics that I didn't even think

to look up. I definitely recommend this dictionary for any serious student of the bible.



If I were rating the hard back version ( which I also have), I would give it five stars. The text is

biblical sound and the descriptions and commentaries are excellent. The illustrations certainly add

to the overall quality of the book. The pronunciation of the words is good and I use this part of the

dictionary weekly. I gave four stars to the kindle version because the pronunciation of words is so

small that regardless of how large I make the print, I am unable to see it. I bought the kindle version

so I could always carry it with me, if I chose. The book version is heavy. So, not being able to read

the pronunciations is somewhat limiting, I still really like the book. I turn the audio on and listen to

the pronunciation which is helpful. I like it a lot.

Beautiful just for browsing and learning, comprehensive for serious Bible study.
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